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Credit: NASA’s Chandra X-ray Observatory/NSF’s Very Large Array/Caltech’s Palomar Observatory

Glowing gas and dust remain 
after a giant star ended its life 
in a supernova. This image 
shows the object  in X-rays, 
combined with radio waves 
and infrared data. Scientists 
think the supernova may have 
left a black hole at its center! 
This is the sort of mystery that 
NASA’s Astrophysics Division 
loves to explore. Learn about 
some of these mysteries at 
spaceplace.nasa.gov/menu/
space. 

Dr. Seuss was born
this day in 1904. If you 
like Dr. Seuss stories, 
you might like "Ode to 
Aerogel."
. . /aerogel

Peace Corps was 
founded in 1961. 
Volunteers learn about 
Earth’s ecology, and so  
will you when you play 
Earthy word games.
. . /ecosphere

Kepler mission 
launched in 2009. 
Kepler looks for habitable 
planets outside our solar 
system. It has found 
thousands of candidate 
planets! Make a model!
tiny-url/space-models

International Listening 
Awareness Month. 
Listening makes the world 
a better place. Practice 
with our Podcasts. 
spaceplace.nasa.gov/
podcasts

International Ask a 
Question Day. Visitors to 
Space Place partner 
museums have asked a lot 
of good questions, to which 
Dr. marc has answers.
. . /menu/dr-marc

First telephone call, 
1876. How do we talk to 
spacecraft way out in 
space?
. . /x-ponder

International Goof-off 
Day.  Download the iPad 
and iPhone games made 
by The Space Place. You 
might learn something 
while goofing off!
. . /ios

Girl Scout Week. Girl 
Scouts can earn 
badges at The Space 
Place!
. . /scouts

                          
International Earth Day.  
Read about the joys of 
studying Earth from space.
. . /mission-chronicles/ 
#tackett

St. Patrick’s Day. 
Leprechauns are Irish 
folklore fairies in green. If 
we meet other green 
beings in space, what 
would we say about us?
. . /voyager-to-stars

Absolutely Incredible Kid 
Day. Adults write letters 
telling kids how incredible 
they are. If you visit The 
Space Place, you deserve 
one! 

Vernal Equinox
(first day of spring)

Daylight Saving
Time begins

On this calendar
. . / 

means 
spaceplace.nasa.gov/

 


